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Crossword enthusiasts will love this book. Our largest collection of easy crosswords yet, it's packed

with more than 300 crosswords from puzzlemaster Charles Timmerman. While perfect for

beginners, these puzzles will also appeal to more advanced fans who enjoy a light and easy

crossword every once in a while.This extra-large volume is sure to excite gamers searching for

puzzles they can do easily and with confidence. And solving crossword puzzles can help to improve

vocabulary, memory, and problem-solving skills. Crossword fans young and old will find it's the

perfect companion for hours of puzzling fun!
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We have tried a number of these and find that each one is a mix of levels from no brainers to things

that are so obscure that I swear that not more than five people on earth would know the answer.

Also a fair number of items require a real stretch of the imagination to connect the clue and solution.

I would not buy this again.

I loved this book. I'm a crossword puzzle novice--hadn't tried one in over 30 years. I got this book

when I was recovering from an illness, and I loved every puzzle. Yes, I worked them all. These

puzzles were a perfect level of difficulty for me. They required knowledge I didn't even know I

possessed. I struggled a bit at first, but as I went through the book I noticed that my memory

sharpened. The answers came easier. And I realized with amazement that these puzzles were

exercising my brain. I did try another "easy" crossword puzzle book I picked up at an airport and



found it boring. It consisted of straightforward questions about facts, and I gave up after a few

puzzles. I thought about what made this book so much better, and realized it was the little puzzles

within the puzzles. Everywhere there are clues that aren't straightforward, that require thought, that

require solving a few cross clues to piece together the solution. Every time I solved one of these

little puzzles I went "aha!" and I smiled. I can't help but think that the creator of these crossword

puzzles had a great time doing so.

Each Crossword has words you can get easily, words that you have to think about, and things I

would never know. I am a beginner crossword puzzler and found this to be a good starting point.

However I would not call it "easy."

I bought this last year for my girlfriend as she loves crossword puzzles but did not want any that

were too difficult.She has been very pleased with this book and she still has about half a book to go

worth of crossword puzzles.I highly recommend for the crossword puzzle lover in your life.

its ok, but, not really that good. supposed to be easy. only thing easy is the size. some of the things

asked for I have never heard of. I do like puzzles to make me think some and be a little bit

challenging, but, not such weird stuff as "capital of muscat", mosque tower. I had to look up a lot of

answers and that I do not care for. so , I wouldn't buy this one either. very unhappy with my

selections on puzzle books.

Unfair clues. This is NOT an easy book. Mr. Timmerman seems to have confused short with easy.

The clues are esoteric, obtuse, and generally unfair, e.g. an old knife in his puzzle is a "snee",

hardly a word on everyone's lips.

This is a great book for beginners. It is a mix of easy clues and more challenging clues which keeps

it interesting and gives one a chance to stretch the brain cells while still being fun to do. I find that

when I finish one puzzle, I often start another because it is so enjoyable.

Received this book because I was duped by the "Giant" which I thought meant giant print. However,

it doesn't say that, it says Giant book, etc. I returned the book because I can't use it; I can't see very

well and need giant print which this book isn't. Otherwise, it's just another crossword book, but

nothing special.
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